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1. OVERVIEW 
Thank all of those who donated through 2016. Thank you all for supporting our project.  

 

MJFFC: MJFFC is the charity name for all of the things we do. It is run entirely by un-paid volunteering                    

Michael Jackson fans. Currently 100% after transaction fees of the money made through our ideas               

goes to charity. Any additional Gift Aid that we can claim back from the UK government is used for                   

admin and fundraising, but all of our volunteers remain unpaid and cover all of their expenses. This                 

maximises the amount of money we can give to charity each month. 

 

‘Michael Jackson Monthly Giving’ (MJMG): MJMG is the main project from MJFFC. This is the project 

that takes in monthly donations from fans and has been growing every month. When a fan donates 

one-off payments to MJFFC, this goes into the same pot as the monthly donations and they act as a 

top-up to the main monthly donation.  

 

2. OUR DONATIONS TO CHARITIES 
Each month we tally together all of the donations made to us from a variety of sources. We are                   

pleased to announce that for 2016 we raised £3,170.48 for various charities. 

 

Total Donations Received = £3,170.48 

Which consists of: 
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Total Donated to Charity = £3,170.48 

Salaries and Expenses = £0 (currently privately funded) 

Domain name and hosting fees = £0 (currently privately funded) 

Bank Charges = £0 (currently privately funded) 

 

2.1. Charity Donations Monthly  
Below is a full breakdown of the donations processed by MJFFC this year. 

 

 

 

3. DIRECTOR SUMMARY  
Again I would like to thank all of those Michael Jackson fans that have stuck with the project for so                    

long and continue to donate month. None of this is possible without your help. 

 

The wheels are very much in motion for MJFFC to not only be recognised as a charity for tax                   

purposes (which we already are), but to also be registered with the Charity Commission in the UK.                 

Of course this takes more time and means more expenses, so we will be looking at the best way to                    
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tackle this over time. 

 

Thank you for your patience!  

 

If you have any feedback for us, WE LISTEN! You can provide feedback here: 

http://www.mjffc.org.uk/contact 

 
Thank you all again. 

 

ALL you need is LOVE and all we need is your continued support. ;-) 
 

Thank you. 

 

Steven Hodges 

Founder/Director 

MJ Fans For Charity (MJFFC) 

 

 

www.mjffc.org.uk 
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